A benign colorectal lesion with amorphous pit (Kudo Vn) and avascular pattern (Sano’s 3b): differential diagnosis with deep invasive adenocarcinoma

Endoscopic analysis with virtual chromoendoscopy, including narrow-band imaging (NBI), allows the prediction of histology and invasion depth for neoplastic lesions in the colon.

The first case we present here is that of a 60-year-old woman referred for colonoscopy with abdominal pain and rectal bleeding. Her colon was diverticular and we detected an irregular brownish polypoid lesion within the sigmoid. The polypoid component presented an amorphous pit pattern (Kudo’s Vn) without a clear demarcation line [1]. The vascular pattern was patchy with avascular areas and large thick vessels corresponding to Sano’s type 3b [2] (Fig. 1; Video 1). According to the NICE classification, we diagnosed a type III lesion [3] suggestive of deep submucosal adenocarcinoma in a laterally spreading tumor [4]. Nevertheless, the polypoid lesion was small and reddish and it was unlikely that this lesion was malignant. Precise assessment of the lesion allowed the detection of a diverticular hole close to the lesion and we discussed the possibility of an inflammatory reaction following diverticulitis. Histology later confirmed this second benign option.

A second similar case was that of a 63-year-old man referred for global endoscopic check-up after an esophageal tumor had recently been diagnosed in our unit. He also had a sigmoid lesion with pseudo-depressed appearance, amorphous mucosal pattern, and irregular vascular pattern (Fig. 2; Video 1), but histology was benign. This lesion was located by a diverticular orifice, close to an inflammatory process in the wall of the diverticulum.

Inflammatory lesions can therefore present endoscopic malignant features when considering the pit and vascular pattern. The history of diverticulitis, the

![Fig. 1 Polypoid lesion in the sigmoid colon seen in: a white light; b a narrow-band imaging (NBI) view showing an amorphous mucosal pattern and large irregular vessels but without a demarcation line; c distant view; d closer view with NBI.](E-Videos)

![Video 1 Endoscopic appearances of two post-diverticulitis granular lesions with amorphous pit pattern and irregular vascular pattern.](E-Videos)
small size of the lesion, and the lack of adenomatous patterns around the Kudo’s Vn and Sano’s IIIb area all have to be taken into account before sending the patient for surgery. In case of doubt, a biopsy sample will allow confirmation of a lesion’s non-malignant nature.
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Endoscopy E-Videos is a free access online section, reporting on interesting cases and new techniques in gastroenterological endoscopy. All papers include a high quality video and all contributions are freely accessible online.

This section has its own submission website at https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/e-videos